
March 10, 2021 Faculty Meeting Minutes – FINAL 

Faculty Chair John Caraher opened the meeting at 3:00 p.m. by inviting John Withey to make a presentation.  John Withey and his son then sang a 

song in commemoration of the one-year anniversary of the pandemic. 

John then announced that Miranda Mellis has been nominated to fill the rest of Sarah Ryan’s term on the faculty agenda committee, which ends in 

June 2021.  Miranda accepted the nomination and was approved by unanimous consent. 

John invited David McAvity to provide some remarks.  David indicated that focus for spring quarter will be on initiatives that will turn around 

enrollment by fall 2022, including finishing work on Paths so they are visible to students, developing certificates, and creating more robust 

offerings for adult students who want to earn a degree through part-time and virtual study. 

The February 24, 2021 faculty meeting minutes were approved as distributed. 

Follow-up to the March 1, 2021 Winter Update – Agenda Committee members Cynthia Kennedy and Meghan Doughty facilitated this 

opportunity for faculty to pose follow-up questions and comments that were not addressed at the President’s Winter update.   

Equity Initiatives – Hannah Simonetti and Lori Blewett indicated that the President’s Equity Fund is accepting applications on a rolling basis 

until May 28, 2021.  Hannah provided a reminder regarding three upcoming “unlearning” events to foster greater equity, inclusion, and belonging.  

Hannah then provided a preview of the April 13-15 Equity Symposium guest presenters and encouraged faculty to include the events in their 

syllabus and for all community members to attend. 

Paths of Study – Amy Betz provided a reminder of this New Academic Directions initiative. She described the first phase of implementation, 

which will go live on April 1.  Phase II will include more in-depth advising content and engagement with students regarding what and how they are 

learning at Evergreen.  A brief Q&A session followed. 

Fall 2021 curriculum planning – Trevor provided an overview of the goals for the delivery of the curriculum and the timeline for completing 

this work so that it will be available to students before the academic fair.  There was a brief Q&A session. 

Olympia Undergraduate College proposal – John began the conversation by indicating that the Agenda Committee has determined the second 

element of the proposal is not yet ready for a faculty vote.  Stephen Beck provided information on the first element of the proposal:   

ONE COLLEGE -- The Olympia Undergraduate College will be organized and run as one entity.  

An amendment to the proposal was made as follows:  

ONE COLLEGE -- The Olympia Undergraduate College will not further divide into “schools” or other new administrative divisions. 

A simple Zoom tally was taken on incorporating the amendment, which passed. The amended ONE COLLEGE proposal then passed by a vote 

of 47 yes, 4 no, and 4 abstentions. 

Deliberations then turned to the third element of the proposal: 

UPPER DIVISION CREDIT AND DEGREES WITH EMPHASIS -- Students’ advanced work across the curriculum will be recognized by 

reinstating an updated form of upper division credits marked in credit equivalencies. Students will have the option to plan for an interdisciplinary emphasis, 

awarded when they have earned 48 upper division credits in Arts, Social Sciences, or Humanities. These emphases are much broader than disciplinary majors, 

and acknowledge a student’s decision to achieve interdisciplinary depth in a specific academic division of their choice. 

This emphasis should be reflected in a coherent way in the transcript, along with other achievements, pending coordination with the capstone, path, and other 

initiatives. For instance, an emphasis, capstone project, and path completion might all be grouped as “honors” or collectively, “emphases.” 

An amendment was proposed as follows:  

Students’ advanced work across the curriculum will be recognized by marking upper division credit equivalencies across all areas of the college.  Students will have 

the option to plan for an interdisciplinary emphasis, awarded when they have earned 48 upper division credits in Arts, Social Sciences, or Humanities (B.A.) and 

Sciences (B.S.).  These emphases are much broader than disciplinary majors, and acknowledge a student’s decision to achieve interdisciplinary depth in a specific 

academic division of their choice. 

After some deliberation, it was decided by simple majority to table the discussion until a future faculty meeting.  

Announcements: 

• Lori Blewett announced that she is coordinating a faculty speakers bureau as a recruitment strategy.   

• Eirik Steinhoff expressed gratitude to the Faculty Chair and the Agenda Committee and then announced a “convergence” around the 

topic of Evergreen’s 50th anniversary. 

• JuliA Metzker announced the deadline to propose Summer Institutes. 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p.m. 


